Dear Neothink® Member,

You have been one of my most cherished customers and loyal readers. I want to share something with you that I have learned over years of observation.

I will begin with a recent observation: I can see now from the early experiences of our Twelve Visions Party candidates running for office that bloggers and traditional media will put down the Twelve Visions Party by claiming that the movement is only about selling the founder’s books.

For the record, I have sunk a lot of time and money into the TVP movement with little monetary return. In the early 1990’s, I did experiment with a political movement and was hoping to find a way to finance the movement by selling one of my books. I aired a half-hour interview that gave away my first political manifesto *A Future of Wealth Belongs To You* (283 pages) without charge as a way to reach the people with my ideas. Inside my political manifesto, the reader was offered another Hamilton Publication for $20, which would go straight to purchasing more air time. My hope was I could sell enough of those valuable publications to finance (i.e., break even) a campaign that would compete with the two parties monopolizing the political system. I learned, however, that subsidizing a political campaign by selling books does not work. I knew then that if I ever entered the political world again, I would have to spend a lot of money with no return.

Over the next decade, my life changed dramatically with the arrival of my four children. As with most parents, the direction of the country took on deeper meaning out of concern for my children’s futures. And the direction was not good.

In 2007, fifteen years after my initial experiment in a political movement, I founded the Twelve Visions Party. This time, I knew I could NOT subsidize the movement with sales of my books. I knew I would spend a lot of money I would never get back, but I was determined to make this a better country for my children and future generations. That determination to make the country a better place for my children and future generations motivated me to step back into a political movement, willing to spend time and money.

References to my Neothink® writings are made as a courtesy for people who want to learn more about the philosophy behind TVP, but not to make money. The TVP is not “a scam selling Mark Hamilton’s books” as I saw on the Internet. Revenues from book sales is a drop in the bucket to money spent.¹

The attempt to discredit and put down the Twelve Visions Party, the Neothink® Society, the Neothink® Manuscripts, and my name Mark Hamilton, however, has occurred for years. In fact, I will take this opportunity to tell you a dirty little secret:

¹With that being said, however, let me make something very clear: Values come from business and profit. Without business and profit, values/goods would disappear. They could not exist. There is absolutely nothing wrong with profiting from providing a value. In fact, the TVP vision is to turn government from a pay-by-force institution to a voluntary-pay business offering competitive protection services — offering value. Business and profits *bound by the Prime Law* bring us only values.
The easiest and fastest way to rise to attention, power and popularity is to tear down someone or something of value. The dirty little secret is: the greater the value, then the greater the opportunity for someone such as a politician, journalist, bureaucrat, activist, blogger, lawyer or flamer to attack that value, flame it, tear it down for quick attention, power, and popularity.

Such value-attackers camouflage their dirty little secret by creating an age-old illusion. The illusion is always the same: the person of value – their target/victim – is made out to be an underhanded greedy person, a scam preying on the public. That’s the illusion — which is actually the complete opposite of reality.

But that illusion always works because it makes the attacker appear good, even heroic. Therefore, the public supports and gets behind such value-attackers. With great public fanfare those value-attacking politicians, journalists, activists, regulatory bureaucrats, bloggers, lawyers and flammers bring down the person or entity of value who is now unjustly perceived and emotionally rejected by the public as a scam. The value is destroyed and the value-attackers are erroneously perceived as benefactors of humanity. The public is none the wiser of losing both its freedoms and values. Society as a whole suffers; the standard of living struggles.

This rising up to popularity/prosperity/power at the expense of others has always been used by a certain percentage of the human race. You can even see this start in children as a certain percentage of school children will bully classmates for attention, popularity and power. ...Some people will always try to rise at the expense of others. When adults, many of those value-destroyers unfortunately become part of the ruling-and-influencing class of society. This myriad of value-attackers competitively rise to popularity and power by tearing down value-producers.

The value emanating from the Neothink® Society to its selected recipients is life-changing, financially and emotionally. Because the value is so large, the Neothink® Society is a target and a victim of this dirty little secret used by bloggers, flammers, haters. Moreover, the ruling-and-influencing class is threatened by those in the Neothink® Society because we “Robin-Hood” them...transfer their power from the parasitical, elitist ruling-and-influencing class back to the people, especially to the less fortunate. Therefore, the ruling-and-influencing class continually puts down the Neothink® Society and our life-enhancing, individual-empowering secret knowledge that especially empowers the less fortunate. The value-attackers cast distorted and malicious perceptions and outright lies in their attempt to provoke rejection of the Neothink® Society and its revealing, establishment-threatening secrets. Unwittingly, some in the outside public (most of whom have never seen our massive Neothink® Manuscripts) tend to pile onto those false perceptions and lies out of ignorance and a follow-the-herd mentality. They have been influenced by the ruling class to attack us.

The ruling-and-influencing class’s illusions prevent millions from reaping their true benefits from society as instead they unwittingly hail the malefactors of society. But we in the Neothink® Society “Robin-Hood” the ruling-class greed and power and give their power back to the people. Indeed, we have Robin-Hood techniques to transfer much of the ruling class’s stolen power and wealth back to the powerless...back to the poor and to all who deserve the good life, including you.

For centuries illusions have been cast to influence public perception and provoke emotional dejection toward our kind. Those attacks by outside value-destroyers
among the threatened ruling-and-influencing class are another reason why you need to act now to uphold these values while they are still available, before they become banned by the ruling-class authorities in this country as they have been banned by the ruling-class authorities in other countries.

Once inside our Neothink® Society, the values are so beneficial that those attacks/illusions against our Society simply dissipate. The attacks come from OUTSIDE the Society. Once inside, one will choose to remain inside because of the immense values. Particularly exciting are the Robin-Hood techniques to transfer the massive unearned power, prestige and wealth from the parasitical ruling-and-influencing class directly to YOU for quick but LEGITIMATE attention, prestige, power and wealth! Inside the Neothink® Society your eyes open immediately to what has secretly been going on behind your back for your entire life, for centuries. And with that hidden knowledge, you can become very successful, even wealthy, at record speed. Francis Bacon said, “Knowledge is power.” But this kind of knowledge captures power and wealth.

Whereas for decades the Neothink® Society has endured libelous and slanderous reputation-damaging attacks, the vast majority of attackers never saw the large Neothink® manuscripts. Why is that? If they have not seen the large manuscripts, why then do they attack? They are influenced by the ruling/influencing class to attack us. And why have those money/power giants of the ruling/influencing class for decades influenced others to smear our Society? The answer is: we have the powerful Robin-Hood method to transfer much of their stolen power and wealth back to us.

The majority of attacks on the Society just “follow the herd” and “pile it on”, influenced by the threatened establishment’s age-old illusion slanderously stating “the Society is a scam…ripping off people” by charging for these rare leatherette, massive gold-leafed (up to 2800-pages) restricted manuscripts. To those duped, follow-the-herd libelous and slanderous flamers, here is a challenging, revealing thought that perhaps leads to a positive change for you: If a business does not charge for a value, then the value cannot and will not exist! YOU DON’T JUST GET GOODS FOR FREE. Again let me make this very clear: Values come from business and profit. Without business and profit, values/goods would disappear. They could not exist. There is absolutely nothing wrong with profiting from providing values. So, as most attackers did not and will not ever see the manuscripts and instead just pile onto the mound of attacks and think it’s OK to slander the Society and to blindly call the life-changing massive manuscripts a scam…you are fundamentally duped by the ruling-and-influencing class. Indeed, what would you expect us to do? NOT CHARGE for this life-changing value? Then it would disappear. With that flawed philosophy, values will cease to exist for humanity.

Unfortunately today, a very damaging philosophy that success is somehow bad and done at the expense of others is rapidly spreading. In reality, achievement and success benefit others as personal success brings values, jobs, and rising standards of living to society. The pervasive ruling-and-influencing class pushes the very destructive illusion on the public that is opposite of reality. And those who are duped, in turn, attack achievers and their success.

The Neothink® Society does something wonderful for its members: this exclusive Society delivers the necessary tools for success in today’s difficult economies, including the tools/weapons to protect that success from the ruling-and-influencing
class and their duped followers. Moreover, we “Robin-Hood” the ruling-and-influencing class’s stolen power and give it back to the struggling working class — to you!

The Neothink® Society, the Twelve Visions Party, and my Neothink® Manuscripts bring honest power to the powerless. EVERYONE wants power — the power to earn money, the power to attract a desirable lover or spouse, the power to achieve worthy goals, the power to give your children a wonderful life. A certain percentage of the population unfortunately acquires power quickly and easily through the dirty little secret. You can, too. But most people are not interested in participating in the dirty little secret.

You can test the dirty little secret, however, to get a glimpse of its power. For instance, at a gathering, perhaps at a party, if you put someone down, even in the slightest way, you will see an instant transfer of power to you. It’s human nature — the offensive posture versus the defensive posture. In fact, you see this attacker/bully versus defender/victim role play out starting at a very young age...as early as in pre-school and continuing throughout all school years, sometimes culminating in tragic consequences such as the rash of cyber-bullying, teen suicides lately. Parents and teachers know this only too well about certain children.

Certain adults use the dirty little secret to its full extent to transfer power and wealth from the good, rightful owners of that power and wealth to themselves. The greater the person of value/power being attacked, the greater that transfer of power to the attacker. Those adults rise to power through conquests and join the ruling class of attack-mode politicians, regulatory bureaucrats, journalists, attack lawyers.

Once again, you can get a small taste of this power by putting someone down, especially in front of others. Of course, most good people feel terrible inside by putting someone else down and therefore could never climb to power and wealth through this quick and easy dirty little secret. But a certain percentage of the population, a certain breed has always thrived on this attack mode for a quick and easy rise to power. That bully breed harbors no conscience. And unfortunately,

---

One critical point to bloggers, flammers, and haters: When a blogger flames a person, remember that is a real person with real friends, parents, children, loved ones. Today’s wired generation tends to not realize that online attacks on others cause very real pain and consequences in people’s lives. As I wrote above, sometimes this disconnect causes tragic real-world consequences such as the rash of cyber-bullying, teen suicides lately...a sad, sad result of particularly the younger generation not relating what they are doing online to real-world consequences. Let me remind haters, flammers, bloggers who attack on line and cause damage to others, including to me and my Neothink® Society and reputation, particularly attackers who are downright vicious...you are an example of today’s disconnect between associating destructive on-line posts with real-world consequences. For example, recipients of attacks and hate are real and caring persons with loved ones who are the light of their lives, with friends, with those who admire them. Flammers who attack without reservation, give pause to realize that those you attack are not inanimate objects, but usually kind persons with lives of love around them, with close loved ones who care about them. Just stop for a moment and consider how your online posts that degrade others...how those posts affect not only their reputation, but their world...when people they love see those harsh posts, such as their children who look up to them, their family who are proud of them, their customers who respect them. And know those degrading words about those warm human beings posted on line will remain on the Internet, forever.
majority of our ruling-and-influencing class consists of this ruthless breed. They rise to the top through their conquests of value producers. And sadly, millions upon millions of others become influenced by their ruthless put-downs that make the successful appear bad. In turn, the masses believe in the ruling-class attacks on the successful. The value producers are shamed; the value destroyers are revered.

Turning the Tables

Many true heroes of society — the value creators — are perceived as villains. Many true villains of society — the value destroyers — are perceived as heroes. The ruling-and-influencing class’s illusions prevent millions from seeing the true benefactors of society, and instead they unwittingly hail the malefactors of society at great costs to themselves! Indeed, overwhelmed by the illusions and guilt, value producers often erroneously feel ashamed of themselves. And countless millions of would-be value creators succumb to the destructive illusions and lose their ambition to become business owners, value creators, job creators. The economy and standard of living steadily decline.

Here is a clue as to how to see through those illusions: the working class — from the ditch digger to the billionaire entrepreneur — works hard to put values into society. The parasitical attack-class — from the bully in school to the highest politician — attacks the value producer to usurp his power and drain values from society.

Often the “villains” that you and children see in the movies are really the heroes and often the “heroes” are the real villains. Likewise, in the real world many of the persons we perceive as “villains” are the value producers, the heroes. And many of the persons we perceive as “heroes” are the value destroyers, the villains. Often life is not as it appears to be. Once again, inside the Neothink® Society our eyes open immediately to what has secretly been going on behind our backs for our entire lives, for centuries.

Inside the Society, you become both successful and capable of defending your success from the attackers. There is nothing on this planet better for you right now than taking back all your rightful power and soaring into a new realm of success never even fathomed before in your lifetime. That happens as Neothink® Society members “Robin Hood” the money/power giants using the dirty little secret against us. Our members jiu-jitsu (i.e., flip down) anyone/everyone using the dirty little secret against them. Members jiu-jitsu the money/power giants’ unearned and stolen power, prestige, wealth and recapture it directly for themselves for legitimate power — earned power, prestige, wealth.

Protect The Society

Here’s how you can help protect our precious society: As you know, the Twelve Visions Party is the political arm of the Neothink® Society. I, Mark Hamilton, am the founder of the Neothink® Society and the Twelve Visions Party, and I am the author of the Neothink® Manuscripts. My Neothink® Society, my Neothink® Manuscripts, my Twelve Visions Party, and my name, Mark Hamilton, are victims of ongoing attacks. We must all stand up to protect Mark Hamilton, Neothink® and TVP. I am inviting you to do exactly that, as follows:
Write a powerful testimonial about how you have benefitted from Mark Hamilton, from my Neothink® Manuscripts, from the Neothink® Society, and how the world will benefit from the Twelve Visions Party.

By standing up for the values of Mark Hamilton, Neothink®, and the Twelve Visions Party, you protect those values and prevent the ruling-and-influencing class’s attempt to end those values in America. Your written testimonial is very important to the survival and expanding influence of Neothink®, TVP, and Mark Hamilton. Please know that I will post your testimonial. Sign your testimonial how you would like to see it on line. You can use your full name (or initials). You will be defending the right side of history. Your testimonial for the Neothink® Society, Neothink® Manuscripts, Twelve Visions Party, and Mark Hamilton posted to the Neothink® website will be your mark on the official documents that two-hundred years from now will be viewed as the early documents that brought us freedom, prosperity and peace. In that future world we will all have the life we were meant to have.

You understand what I am bringing to mankind; let the world know what you know. Show the world you are a bright visionary. Leave your eternal mark on history. Become one of the rare, original members of the Twelve Visions World with your testimonial. I will be sure to link your testimonial to the Neothink® Society website for the scribe of history to forever record you as one of the original supporters of the world-changing Neothink® and TVP movements. Put your immortal stamp on the next evolution of civilization — the evolution into universal wealth, health, peace. I look forward to reading what you send me. Send me your testimonial today to: MarkHamilton@Neothink.com. In the subject line please say “testimonial” to help me see your valuable email among my hundreds of emails on a normal day. Thank you. Your testimonial is a crucial part of the protection-shield to keep me, Mark Hamilton, Neothink® and TVP going strong. Keep checking back to www.MarkHamilton-Neothink-TVP.com to see when your testimonial gets posted.

Now, I want you to take that testimonial that you send me and use it as your starting point for something big in the making:

The Peaceful Neothink® Revolution of Ideas
A Call To Action & Leadership

For quite some time now, you have been among my most loyal readers of my Neothink® Manuscripts. Today I make a very special announcement — a call to action. I have patiently waited for over three decades to make this announcement: The time has arrived to commence with the peaceful Neothink® Revolution of ideas. We are now going to the masses through you. You will play an important leadership role in this peaceful revolution of ideas.

I am asking you to start with your testimonial to me and use it or parts of it to post throughout the Internet. But don’t stop there. Post positive comments and personal stories about your good experiences from reading my Neothink® Manuscripts. And you as a leader in the Neothink® Revolution of ideas, post your sophisticated integrations about Neothink® and TVP on relevant blogs and forums all throughout the Internet. It is now time to start spreading the ideas of Neothink® and TVP to the masses through the Internet. Always reference the source — Mark Hamilton, his Neothink® Manuscripts, the Neothink® Society, the Twelve Visions
Party — to propagate a rooted revolution of ideas, locking everything down to the Prime Literature. My elite Neothink® readers will be the surge behind the Neothink® Revolution of ideas. You are one of my elite Neothink® readers.

Use your integrating abilities to present Neothink® viewpoints throughout the blogosphere. And do not stop there. Present the Twelve Visions Party platform of ideas with the Prime Law that ends initiatory force. Explain how the TVP will eradicate the disease of civilization — the rule of man. Post the Twelve Visions Party ideas on political forums, discussion boards, open blogs. You may post this link anywhere and everywhere. I believe you will become a strong voice for Neothink® and the Twelve Visions Party and a leader of the Neothink® Revolution of ideas.

I welcome you to write and submit on-line articles about Neothink® and the Twelve Visions Party. I firmly believe in your abilities to be a strong Neothink® voice. In my eyes, you can be a true journalist writing about and submitting/posting articles about the Neothink® Movement and the Twelve Visions Party. I believe in you and in your abilities to present the full value of Neothink® and TVP.

In business forums you can write about personal success stories using my Neothink® business techniques. Explain that this all comes about from a new way of thinking — Neothink®.

In political forums write about the Prime Law and ending initiatory force and the rule of man. Explain how this is a new dimension of civilization, law, and governing that will lead to universal wealth, health, and peace.

In the health forums write about the secret formula to curing to aging. That formula, of course, is found in my 2800-page magnum opus. In short, it basically exposes how to remove stagnation with a creation-driven life through the Neothink® business techniques, and the resulting wealth and happiness would drive up the demand for longer life. Then by removing initiatory force and the rule of man through the Twelve Visions Party with its Prime Law, the obstacles blocking the rapid advancement of medical technology and science vanish. The supply of longer life will then rise to the demand for longer life. The major diseases and even aging itself will be cured within a decade.

In the book forums write about the Neothink® books and their Neothink® breakthroughs such as the business breakthroughs, the TVP political breakthroughs, the Prime Cure anti-aging breakthroughs, and the Superpuzzle Trilogy (Miss Annabelle) embedded with the secrets of the most successful people who ever lived.

You truly can now become a leader in the peaceful Neothink® Revolution. I have patiently waited for over three decades to free the Neothink® ideas to the general public — through my readers...through you. You are ready. This is finally your moment to be a pioneer, an early leader, in the Neothink® Movement and TVP Movement beyond the Neothink® Society — to the public. I believe in you. I know you are an avid Neothink® reader and have the rare ability to present Neothink® and TVP to the world. Remember early on in my letters to you I said I selected you knowing that someday you would bring enormous value back to the Neothink® Society? Well, that time is upon us, and this is how you will deliver great value back to the Society. I will be watching and reading as you put Neothink® and TVP out there. I know you will make me and a lot of other people very proud of you. Our time is coming.
Thank you, and I look forward to receiving and reading your testimonial. Send it to me at MarkHamilton@Neothink.com. Check the website www.MarkHamilton-Neothink-TVP.com daily to see when I post it.

Sincerely,

Mark Hamilton

www.AboutMarkHamilton.com